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LATE EDITION
Today, a couple of morning showers,
fog, cloudy, cooler, high 48. Tonight,
clearing, low 37. Tomorrow, periodic
clouds and sunshine, chillier, high
44. Weather map is on Page A20.
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NO DEAL ON DAY 3
EVEN AS McCARTHY
TRIES CONCESSIONS
Rift Signals a Rocky
A Leaderless G.O.P. Future for a Party’s
Slim Majority
at War With Itself
NEWS ANALYSIS

By LISA LERER
and REID J. EPSTEIN

ALESSANDRO GRASSANI FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Pope Francis presided over the funeral of his predecessor, Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI, with measured pomp Thursday in Vatican City.

Era of 2 Popes In Recordings, Frantic Effort to Save Bills Player
of doctors, athletic trainers and
Is Laid to Rest,
workers rushed to
How the N.F.L. Dealt emergency
save Mr. Hamlin, who went into
If Not Its Rifts The radio traffic moments after With an Emergency cardiac arrest after he took a hit to
This article is by Ken Belson, Alan
Blinder and Robin Stein.

By JASON HOROWITZ

VATICAN CITY — The Roman
Catholic Church on Thursday laid
to rest Pope Emeritus Benedict
XVI in front of a fog-shrouded St.
Peter’s Basilica with an extraordinary funeral presided over by his
own successor, Francis, a final peculiarity to end a strange era in
the modern church in which two
popes, one resigned and one in
power, one conservative and one
liberal, coexisted in the tiny confines of the Vatican.
“Benedict, faithful friend of the
Bridegroom,” Francis said in his
homily, referring to Jesus’ role as
husband to the church, “may your
joy be complete as you hear his
voice, now and forever!”
It was Francis’ only explicit
mention of Benedict, who died on
Saturday at 95, in a homily immediately scorned as too modest by
bereft supporters who said it had
failed to articulate and celebrate
the legacy of a pope who had become a touchstone for conservatives in the church.
The unprecedented moment of
Francis presiding over the final
farewell of a conservative icon
was the coda to a bizarre chapter
in church history. The strangeness only heightened curiosity
over how the funeral would unfold, and how Francis would
thread a course between honoring
Benedict’s request for a simple
send-off and not offending the
church’s
conservative
wing,
which wanted much more for its
departed standard-bearer.
Francis opted for a homily that
reflected his own vision of the
church, and he paid respects to
Benedict by repeatedly citing his
predecessor’s words. Francis reflected the theologian’s core belief
Continued on Page A8

Buffalo Bills defensive back Damar Hamlin collapsed on the field
Monday night in Cincinnati crackled with urgency.
“I don’t like how he went down,”
one person said on a channel that
appears to have included medical
personnel on the sidelines.
Seconds later, as the gravity of
Mr. Hamlin’s condition became
clearer, another person was more
emphatic.
“We’re going to need everybody,” he declared. “All-call, allcall,” the equivalent of a red alert.
The first person cut back in:
“Call, bring everybody. We need

It Hoped to Avoid
an airway doctor, everybody.
Bring the cot with the medics.”
The pleas were captured in recordings posted on a publicly
available website that tracks
emergency radio traffic. They
marked some of the first urgent
moments of the emergency response to a life-threatening crisis
that rocked the N.F.L. and stunned
fans at Paycor Stadium and millions more watching on “Monday
Night Football.” For about a halfhour at the stadium, a small army

the chest while tackling a Cincinnati Bengals receiver.
On Thursday, doctors at University of Cincinnati Medical Center
said Mr. Hamlin was “awake and
breathing,” and though he could
not speak because of his breathing
tube, he asked in writing who had
won the game between the Bills
and Bengals.
The N.F.L., the Bills and Mr.
Continued on Page A17
SCRUBBED The N.F.L. canceled

the Bills-Bengals game paused by
Damar Hamlin’s collapse. PAGE B7

KHERSON, Ukraine — On her
eighth or ninth day in Russian detention, Olha, a 26-year-old
Ukrainian, was tied to a table, naked to the waist. For 15 minutes,
her interrogator leveled obscenities at her, then threw a jacket
over her and let seven other men
into the room.

As the chaos and confusion on
the House floor stretched into a
third day, Republicans made it
abundantly clear who was leading their party: absolutely no
one.
From the halls of Congress to
the Ohio Statehouse to the backroom dealings of the Republican
National Committee, the party is
confronting an identity crisis
unseen in decades. With no unified legislative agenda, clear
leadership or shared vision for
the country, Republicans find
themselves mired in intraparty
warfare, defined by a fringe
element that seems more eager
to tear down the House than to
rebuild the foundation of a political party that has faced disappointment in the past three national elections.
Even as Donald J. Trump
rarely leaves his Florida home in
what so far appears to be little
more than a Potemkin presidential campaign, Republicans have
failed to quell the anti-establishment fervor that accompanied
his rise to power. Instead, those
tumultuous political forces now
threaten to devour the entire
party.
Nowhere was that on more
vivid display than the House
floor, where 21 Republicans on
Thursday repeatedly stymied
their party from taking control
by refusing to support Representative Kevin McCarthy’s bid
for speaker.
As the number of failed votes
for Mr. McCarthy crept into
double digits, the House appeared in a state of limbo, with
Republicans continuing to negotiate among themselves over
how to find a way out of the
stalemate.
“Nobody is in charge,” John
Fredericks, a syndicated rightwing radio host and former
chairman of Mr. Trump’s 2016
and 2020 campaigns in Virginia,
said in an interview. “Embrace
the chaos. Our movement is
embracing the chaos.”
That ideology of destruction
defies characterization by traditional political labels like moderate or conservative. Instead, the
party has created its own complicated taxonomy of America
Continued on Page A12
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Representative Kevin McCarthy has fallen short 11 times.
tenance in a last-ditch effort to
sway a critical mass of defectors.
They included allowing a single
lawmaker to force a snap vote at
any time to oust the speaker, a rule
that would effectively codify a
standing threat that Mr. McCarthy would be at the mercy of the
right wing at all times, and could
be removed instantly if he crossed
them.
That concession and several
others, which Mr. McCarthy
hoped would win over a large bloc
of dissidents, would diminish the
speaker’s power considerably and
make for an unwieldy environment in the House, where the
slim Republican majority and a
hard-right faction with an appetite for disarray had already
promised to make it difficult to
govern.
Some of the changes left little
Continued on Page A13

EERILY SIMILAR A drawn-out clash for speaker in 1923 and one in 2023

suggest that not much has changed in Congress in a century. PAGE A14

Survivor in Idaho Killings Saw
A Masked Man in the Hallway
ERIN SCHAFF/THE NEW YORK TIMES

Storm Soaks California
A winter cyclone rolling across the state brought flooding and evacuations on Thursday. Page A10.

Ukraine Finds Evidence of Sex Crimes in Areas Russia Occupied
By CARLOTTA GALL

By CATIE EDMONDSON

WASHINGTON — Representative Kevin McCarthy of California
contorted himself on Thursday to
try to win over right-wing holdouts as his battle to become
speaker limped toward a fourth
day, offering concessions that
could substantially weaken his
authority and empower a strident
right flank.
After a humiliating three-day
stretch of 11 consecutive defeats in
an election that is now the most
protracted such contest since
1859, Mr. McCarthy dispatched his
emissaries to hammer out a deal
with the ultraconservative rebels,
including agreeing to conditions
he had previously refused to coun-

“It was to frighten,” she remembered. “I did not know what would
come next.”
Sitting in Olha’s cramped
kitchen weeks later in Kherson, in
southern Ukraine, Anna Sosonska, an investigator with the prosecutor general’s office, listened to
her recount the ordeal — an account of forced nudity that, prosecutors say, added to an accumu-

INTERNATIONAL A4-8

Ukraine’s Economy Pivots
To endure after 10 months of war, some
of the country’s companies have moved
or switched products.
PAGE A7

Nuclear Dump Still Isn’t Gone
For a Taiwanese tribe, a waste site on
their island is a painful reminder of the
government’s broken promises. PAGE A4

Hundreds of Reports of
Rape and Torture
lation of evidence that Russian
forces had used sexual crimes as a
weapon of war in the places they
once ruled.
“We are finding this problem of

sexual violence in every place that
Russia occupied,” Ms. Sosonska
said. “Every place: Kyiv region,
Chernihiv region, Kharkiv region,
Donetsk region and also here in
Kherson region.”
After months of bureaucratic
and political delays, Ukrainian officials are gathering pace in documenting sexual crimes, which are
Continued on Page A6

This article is by Mike Baker,
Nicholas Bogel-Burroughs and
Serge F. Kovaleski.

MOSCOW, Idaho — On the
night in November when four University of Idaho students were
murdered in a home near campus,
another roommate awoke to a
noise that she thought was her
friend playing with her dog. Then
she heard someone crying, and a
man saying something like, “It’s
OK, I’m going to help you.”
When the roommate peered out
of her room just after 4 a.m., she
later told investigators, she stood
in “frozen shock” as a man wearing black clothes and a mask
walked by her toward the home’s
back door. She did not recognize
him, she said, but she noticed his
bushy eyebrows.

It was not until many hours later that the full extent of what had
happened upstairs and down the
hall became clear: Four students
had been stabbed to death, leaving two roommates — and a dog
whose barking had been loud
enough to be heard outside —
alive.
On Thursday, law enforcement
officials ended nearly two months
of silence on the details of their investigation and unveiled an array
of evidence they say left them
with little doubt about the identity
of the killer: Bryan Kohberger, a
28-year-old Ph.D. student in criminology at a neighboring university.
Mr. Kohberger, who was arrested on Dec. 30 at his parents’
home in the Pocono Mountains of
Continued on Page A17
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Jan. 6 Arrests Not Over Yet

Noncompete Deals Under Fire

Navratilova’s Cancer Returns

The Justice Department’s investigation
of the Capitol attack has resulted in 900
arrests, with the potential for scores or
hundreds more to come.
PAGE A11

A sweeping proposal by the Federal
Trade Commission would ban
provisions in labor contracts that allow
companies to limit their employees’
ability to work for a rival.
PAGE B1

Martina Navratilova, the 66-year-old
former tennis star, said she would begin
treatment for throat cancer as well as a
reoccurrence of breast cancer. PAGE B8

Biden to Crack Down on Border
The president, who is under pressure to
confront an increase in migration at the
southern border, said he would visit El
Paso on Sunday.
PAGE A10

Abortion Ban Rejected in South
A State Supreme Court decision overturned South Carolina’s six-week ban on
abortion in a major victory for abortion
rights in the South.
PAGE A15

Lessons in Password Protection
A security breach of the password
manager LastPass should make us
reassess whether to trust companies to
store our most sensitive data in the
cloud, Brian X. Chen writes.
PAGE B1
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How Alice Would Play It

Rapper With a Nimble Flow

The Albany Symphony is revisiting a
composer’s works inspired by a particular journey in Wonderland.
PAGE C13

Gangsta Boo, born in Memphis as Lola
Chantrelle Mitchell, helped define
Southern hip-hop and was once with
Three 6 Mafia. She was 43.
PAGE B10

The Ghostwriter’s Vision
Some authors, who have great skills and
manageable egos, are happy to write
books in someone else’s voice. PAGE C1
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